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About This Game

A super fast paced survival shoot-em up. Fight waves of aliens as you score money for new weapons and upgrades to help you
survive.

Features:

20 Unique Weapons

Killstreaks

10 Maps with varied challenges

Stat Upgrades

On-the-fly store system

Mouse/KB Supported, but Gamepad highly recommended
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I loved Chime from Zoe mode (OneBigGame Publisher). Spent hours with it, despite its small music library. Somehow it was
weirdly satisfying to watch a block go \u201cpuff\u201d to complete an enjoyable soundtrack. It put me into the flow with the
music. Also the \u201cstill alive\u201d soundtrack from portal was amazing. You\u2019re looking for a good music game, go
by Chime\u2026

\u2026skip on Chime Sharp though. The biggest issue is the music selection. There is no workshop resp. no possibility to add
own soundtracks (although that is probably due to copyright laws). However they got\u2026 well how do I put it\u2026 I want to
rip my ears off on some tracks. There are certainly people liking it, but I strongly recommend to first check the play list. I
should have and you can do it here. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/326520\/discussions\/0\/359543951714333829\/

Now some minor flaws.
- 3D is not necessary and in my case I don\u2019t like it. The slight tilt of the grid upwards makes the block placing a bit
wonky. That is a huge issue in a speed game. Switched to keyboard, but placing is only possible with the mouse and key-binding
can\u2019t be configured (or at least I didn\u2019t find this feature). For me important because using a CH keyboard the Y and
Z key are across the Atlantic from the X for my small hands.
- Also please remove the track unlock. It is ok to have challenges, but I want to play the tracks I like and not force myself
through some ugly chaotic assemblies of noises.
- What\u2019s that google analytics part? It states in the configuration \u201cOpt Out of Google Analytics\u201d with the drop
down option \u201cIn\u201d and \u201cOut\u201d. Now wait!!??? Do I select In to Opt In for the Opt Out or Out to reconfirm
the Opt Out? Wahhh??? Language ambiguity. I\u2019m not native English, but I\u2019m pretty sure I\u2019m not the only one
left confused.

Overall not enjoyable. I could only take halve an hour of it. I might reconsider buying it after some major updates, but until then
I unfortunately can\u2019t recommend it.. Best hidden object/casual adverture game I've played.

Puzzles are solid for such genre, hidden object parts made very good. Graphisc are really well drawn. Actors made good job too,
voices are convincing, overall, audio, including music fits perfectly.

Story have few twists and made few misleads so players didnt get bored of slow plot unveiling. Graphic style fits to climate
made by narration.

Only animation of Amanda is ugly but we can see it several times for few seconds, so let's not make big deal out of it.. A fun
and frustrating combat experience is what this game has in store for you. The main downside is that after clearing the game, you
finaly unlock every missing characters, but you have little motivation to re-play the whole game. The pvp aspect i cannto
comment on, having not tried it, but i will mention that not all characters seem to be balanced for pvp.

The meat of the game is an action platformer, not unlike risk of rain or similar games. The difference is that the levels are
smaller and function on a 'wave of enemeis' system, clear them and finish the level. Special mention for the awesome boss fights
too! It is enjoyable when played with a character you enjoy the mechanics of. The game is fun if you can get it cheap and even
better if played with friends. It is not perfect but it will give you a few hours of fun!

-Lost. I liked the story and how new gameplay features are introduced step-by-step (definitely recommended for players new to
this franchise). Performance was quite good. It would definitely be an improvement if there was a freeplay mode available,
although the missions are very nice, all in all, great game!. Superb VR experience , prepare spare pants you will S**T yourself
lol.. You can play as Cyber Sub-Zero as well! Secret 4th variation unlocked like this: the second you pick Triborg press UP
twice and then press the Back Punch button (Default Y for xbox controller, Triangle for playstation, I for keyboard). Totally
cool secret. And now Cyber Sub-Zero has a drone that he can deploy that enhances his special moves when you hold down the
last button in the sequence.

The starting animation for each X-Ray is different, but unfortunately the rest of the X-Ray is the same no matter which of the 4
variations you choose. Each variation is still very cool though and satisfying to play.
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Damning awesome psychological rpg. It`s like Planescape without party, and with girl character. This is really one of the more
rage inducing, but yet challenging games i have played
And i have to say it really wasnt a waste of my money

I actually do recommend you try this
. Terrible. The controls are so convoluted & there is not even a hint of a tutorial within the game. I had to check the "About This
Game" section of this page & after that I was able to find out that the only button worth a damn were the R&L bumbers. I
successfully jumped from a whopping 2 point high score to an 18 with this new found knowledge. I was then congratulated for
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor score. This leads me to believe the devs didn't think anyone was going to
make it much further than my piddly effort.

Considering a refund.. Put very simply: this game is terrible.

- There is literally only one room. The turrets, barrels, and enemies spawn in different random locations, that's the only
difference.
- Tiny selection of enemies but it DOESN'T EVEN MATTER. They're just different sprites for one enemy. What do I mean?
The enemy is just programmed to move towards you at a constant speed. That's it.
- Beat every level just by walking in a circle and shooting behind you.
- Only one music track, which loops, and possibly overlaps which makes it sound broken and even more irritating.
- There aren't even "levels", technically speaking. "Levels" implies some form of progression, but all that happens when you
clear a room is you start another room. It may be more or less difficult, more or less populated, etc. There is only one thing you
could consider progression:
- There is a shop, which is the most ridiculously thought out shop in a game that I've ever seen. To give some perspective, there
are always the same 4 items to buy: health 10 gold, magic 15g, shield 20g, "hat" 50g. You usually get 0-3 gold per room, so all
of these prices are pretty high, especially when you consider:
A) The health and magic potions can be collected in each room
B) You can magic up some health
C) Magic regenerates quickly
D) You can magic up a shield
E) And the "hat" is an upright red \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
- Shoot by clicking per shot, meaning you shoot as rapidly as you can click, meaning if you are a person with:
A) Fast clicking skill, every level's a piece of cake, hardly have to move
B) Slow clicking skill, or hand impairment, this game is pretty unplayable
C) Possession of rapid-click software: see point A
- Oh, and enemies often spawn inside you causing immediate hits.

- And most of the positive reviews seem completely fake. Some even lie outright, such as "get achievements", er, no?

If you're considering buying this as something to enjoy, just look elsewhere.
If you're considering buying this for the Steam cards like I did, just leave this game to run in the background, there's just no
point in playing it.

P.S. Why did I write this essay? Passes the time while I wait for the Steam cards to drop, then I'll uninstall and probably never
download it again. I'm actually shooting myself in the foot by writing this review, because with fewer people buying it, fewer
people will get the cards to trade and fewer booster drops will occur, but this game is just so bad. Also, it's been over 3 hours
now and I've only got 3 of the 4 Steam cards, pretty slow when you consider they usually drop every half hour. EDIT: took 4.5
hours in the end,

Final thoughts: One of the few games I actually regret buying. Heck, if this was a free online game, I'd have stopped playing
after a handful of rooms.. Awesome story, would definitely recommend. Good even though it's short, and somewhat lacking.
Here is my 'First Play" Video on YouTube:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6T-64LPFULQ

Awesome little rouge-like RPG with cute crayon drawn style graphics, definitely love this unique art style.
The game plays well and I didn't see any bugs in my first play experience.
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While it's not hundreds of hours per game, evidently an average game will take you 2-3 hours, and it can be different every time
you play. Even one good play through of this game should give you more then your money's worth however with this low price
tag.

Two thumbs up, bonus points for unique style of graphics, and also for it's "cute" aspect that should draw interest frm both kid
and adults alike!

- Zaxx. Motion sickness simulator 2019. Clunk\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665controls and a few almost broken mechanics.
The sound sucks too. However, in spite of all that, this is a real good game. The graphics are top notch and you get ranked
against other players who played before you. That makes it worth it. The puzzles being challenging and rewarding is just icing
on the cake. Well worth it on sale, maybe at full price. 8\/10
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